Abstract: This paper presents an overview of the principal structural and dynamics characteristics of reverse micelles (RMs) in order to highlight their structural flexibility and versatility, along with the possibility to modulate their parameters in a controlled-manner. The multifunctionality in a large range of different scientific fields is exemplified in two distinct directions: a theoretical model for mimicry of biological microenvironment and practical application in the field of nanotechnology and nano-based sensors. RMs represents a convenient experimental approach that limits the drawbacks of the conventionally biological studies in vitro, while the particular structure confers them the status of simplified mimics of cells by reproducing a complex supramolecular organization in an artificial system. The biological relevance of RMs is discussed in some particular cases referring to the confinement and crowding environment, molecular dynamics of water and cell membrane structure. The use of RMs in different range of applications seems to be more promising due to their structural and compositional flexibility, a high efficiency and selectivity being achieved. The advance in nanotechnology is based on developing new methods of nanomaterials synthesis and deposition. This review highlighting the advantages of using RMs in synthesis of nanoparticles with specific properties and in nano (bio)sensors design.
Introduction
A wide variety of biochemical events, from macromolecular recognition to biocatalysis associated [1] with biological systems, e.g. lipid layers, membranous organelles and interior of macromolecular chaperons [2] , takes place in nano-restricted environments delimited by membranes like cells and/or cellular compartments [3] . In conjunction with the confinement effect, interactions with the structure of membrane interface have an essential influence upon in vivo molecules of water [4] , conferring them special properties in terms of structural organization and dynamics.
Reverse micelles (RMs) consist of nanoscopically droplets of water delimited by a dynamic, but well-defined surfactant layer and uniformly dispersed within a non-polar organic solvent. As experimental approach, reverse micelles (RMs) represent an adequate and convenient molecular assembly at nano-scale, with controllable experimental parameters [5, 6] .
They provide an artificial system that fulfills many of the requirements for a life-mimicking system, such as nanoscopically structures, volume-restricted environments, interactions with a membrane-like interface etc. RMs are optically clear solutions, characterized by macroscopic homogeneity but with a microscopically heterogeneous structure. Compared to bulk water, water inside cell experience an entirely different medium largely reflected by its properties, and therefore in vitro cell models have been proposed to understand the properties of water in confined conditions.
On the other hand, RMs were proposed as experimental media for synthesis of a large variety of nano-particles and for development of nano-materials. A large variety of nanostructures have been synthesized using reverse micelles, being taken into consideration a number of factors for selecting an appropriate surfactant for a specific synthesis reaction in reverse micelles. Since, reverse micelles are globular aggregates which are formed by the self-assembled surfactants in nonpolar solvents, many different self-assembled structures can be achieved by changing the compositions. Thus, it can be obtained spheres, cylinders or interconnected cylinders and lamellar phase micelle structures. Many of these possible nanostructures have been reported in literature as being grown inside of these shaped templates.
Synthesis of nanoparticles in reverse micelles microemulsions was proved to be an useful route in principal due to possibility to control the particles size which ensure a narrow particles size distribution, but also to a high degree of homogeneity in terms of concentration and morphology.
Fundaments of Reverse Micelles

Reverse micelles microemulsion
RMs are formed in various ternary mixtures composed from surfactant-polar phase-non-polar solvent in different combinations and ratios. They result by spontaneous self-assembly of the surfactant molecules in non-polar organic solvents, without requesting any high inputs of energy or shear conditions ("dry micelles"). In the presence of water or other polar solvent, RMs aggregates lead to uptake these molecules inside the hydrophilic internal region of the two-component cluster and forming in this way isolated droplets uniformly dispersed in the bulk solvent ("swollen micelles") [7] .
Generally, different isotropic or non-isotropic ternary systems result by mixing together amphiphilic molecules of surfactant (SURFace ACTive AgeNT) with two immiscible solvents, commonly referred to as oil, term used liberally to refer to any non-polar water-insoluble solvent, and water, term describing any polar water-soluble solvent [8] . According to Danielsson and Lindman [9] , the thermodynamically stable isotropic liquids obtained from this mixture usually are defined as "microemulsion" and are composed of one or more phases which coexist separately, but are in balance with each other [10] , e.g. water continuous (oil-in-water), oil continuous (water-inoil), bicontinuous (middle phase) [11] . The scientific recognition of microemulsion dates from 1943 (Hoar and Schulman) [12] , but the term was first used by the latter author only in 1959 to describe the transparent solution of the multiphase system formed by water/oil/surfactant (w/o/s) mixture [13] .
In the ternary system phases, the surfactant molecules can be aggregate into micelles or closed structures, such as normal or reverse micelles, but also they are able to associate into either extended flat lamellae with plane-like structures (lamellar or L-phases) which correspond to smectic liquid crystalline phases, as well as distorsed and interconnected lamellae with a sponge-like structure (flat bilayer L3-phase) corresponding to bicontinuous phase [14] .
Number and description of the phases can be graphically highlighted by the construction of a Gibb's phase diagram, each corner of the equilateral triangle representing 100% concentration of water, oil and surfactant, respective [14] . Keeping concentration of one component constant and varying the concentrations of the other 2 components, it can be visualized the range of composition that correspond to the interest phase (L1 for normal micelle, L2 for reverse micelle, w/o phase, o/w phase, optically isotropic microemulsion regions, birefringent phases) [15] .
Formation of Reverse Micelles Microemulsions
Molecular base of RMs microemulsion formation is set on the particular capacity of surfactant to be adsorbed spontaneously at the free interface between oil and water. The pelicular property is associated with the amphiphilic structure of surfactants, that confers them a dual affinity: for the hydrophilic groups from polar phase, and respectively, for the hydrophobic groups from apolar phase, respective [16] . It is assumed that repulsive forces are characterizing the interactions between oil and water and the absence of cohesiveness at molecular level generates tension at t (w/o/s)he interface o/w, known as surface tension (, expressed in mN/m) [17] . The presence of surfactant molecules modifies the nature of the forces from repulsive towards attractive and minimize the contact area due to their pelicular ability, reflected in the decreasing of  value below 10 -2 mN/m [11, 18] . The resulting interfacial energy is exceeded by dispersion entropy and thus the dispersion process is facilitated.
Different basic considerations have been proposed in order to explain the formation and the stability of microemulsions, being concretized in three theories [19] :
(i) Interfacial/mixed film theory assumes that the spontaneous formation is the result of a complex dual film constituted at o/w interface, thus the tension cumulated in this region decreased to zero at equilibrium. A negative transient interfacial tension, describing the tendency of spontaneous expanding of interface, has been postulated in this theory suggested by Schulman [12] ;
(ii) Solubilization theory proposed by Gillberg treats microemulsion as thermodynamically stable monophasic solution of water-swollen micelles (RMs solubilizing water) or oil-swollen micelles (normal micelles solubilizing oil). The author also states the relationship between RMs and w/o microemulsions with the help of phase diagrams [20] ;
(iii) Thermodynamic theory proposed by Paul and Moulik correlates the process of microemulsion formation with the value of the free energy of the system formed by mixing one phase into another. According to this theory, the resulted negative value will govern the microemulsification process in a spontaneous and thermodynamically stable way [21, 22] .
Besides the basic premise for micellization process, a quantitative condition also is requested for self-assemble surfactant molecules. At low concentrations, surfactant molecules exist independently in solution or are discretely arranged on the o/w surface, while the surface tension is insignificant modified. The increasing of surfactant concentration is accomplished by addition of more molecules on the o/w surface and considerable decrease of the surface tension of the solution. This tendency is kept until the surface becomes saturated, and the formation of the micelles is initiated and at that point the surface tension will no longer change (Figure 1 ). The concentrationdependent parameter is expressed as critical micellar concentration (CMC), defining the minimum concentration of the surfactant necessary for micelles formation [11] . It represents the concentration of free or aggregated surfactant molecules in equilibrium with those forming micelles and is characteristic for each surfactant and ternary system [23, 24] . 
Surfactant Characterization
Interfacial film of surfactant
Properties of water droplets shielded by surfactant monolayer in RMs, such as size, shape, polydispersity and interactions, are governed by the elastic particularities of the interfacial surface, in terms of a preferred spontaneous curvature, e.g., radius of curvature, and film stiffness, e.g., constants of rigidity for mean and total (Gaussian) curvature that characterizes the bending of the surface [11] .
The preferred curvature, Co , defined as the difference between the areas occupied by hydrophilic head and lipophilic tails, is classified by convention in positive curvature (toward oil corresponding to a prevalent hydrophilic part) (for o/w systems) and negative curvature (toward water corresponding to a prevalent lipophilic part) (for w/o systems) respective [4] . The ratio between the radius of the droplets and the radius of spontaneous curvature is correlated with the minimum or "critical" radius of curvature (Rc), which anticipates the shape of aggregates (Figure 2 ). Direction and extent of the curvature of the adsorbed interfacial film depends on the composition of the phases it separates and on surfactant type. The amphiphilic structure of surfactant, which is the critical property for micellisation capacity, is described by the hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB), which suggests the type of microemulsion to be form, e.g., w/o microemulsion for HLB value <10 (predominantly hydrophobic surfactants) and o/w microemulsion for HLB value >10 (predominantly hydrophilic surfactant) [19] . This concept relates the molecular structure to elastic properties, such as interfacial packing and film curvature, and empirically expressed the relative proportions of hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups within the molecule of surfactant [25] .
Israelachvili stated in the 1970's the concept of molecular packing parameters which affords a simple, intuitive and predicting approach of self-assembly process based on the contribution of surfactant head groups [26] , while Nagarajan has completed this concept by emphasizing the controlling role of tails in predicting the shape and size of equilibrium aggregates [27] .
The overall packing shape of surfactant molecules is conveniently described by a geometric parameter, namely critical packing parameter (CPP), a dimensionless number, and can be calculated according to the formula: CPP = V/(a0.lc) where, a0 is the surface area of head groups per molecule and is the result of repulsive hydrophilic forces between them and attractive hydrophobic forces from the hydrocarbon-water interface;
V is the effective hydrocarbon volume resulting from chain-chain repulsive steric forces and oil-penetration interactions; lc is the length of the fully extended chain which limited the thickness of hydrocarbon layer. Table 1 summarizes the correlation between the structure of surfactants (e.g., headgroup and tails, geometry of surfactant molecule), interfacial film characteristics (e.g., curvature, CPP values) and the type of critical packing shape of surfactant [19, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] .
Surfactant Types
The quantitative weight of surfactants in the ternary mixtures does not represent the most important contribution to the overall properties of the RMs [31] (e.g., size and shape of water droplets, polydispersity and droplets interactions), their major role being conferred by the elastic properties of the interfacial layer ( Figure 3 ). Most RM systems can be prepared using different surfactants with ionic (anionic and cationic) and non-ionic (in which case they can be zwitterionic or dipolar) chemical structures depending on the nature of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups. Ionic surfactants. The mostly used surfactants to prepare RM are anionic surfactants [10, 31] , which include sodium bis(diethyl hexyl) phosphate(NaDEHP), calcium dodecyl sulfate (CDS) and sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), but in most of the studies the first choice for surfactants of any nature is AOT (sodium bis(2-ethyl hexyl) sulfosuccinate), also known as Docusate sodium (dioctyl sodium sulfosuccinate).
AOT (Aerosol Orange T or Aerosol OT) is an anionic surfactant with branched twin alkyl chains and a single head group (the anionic sulfonate), Na + being the usual counterion [2, 31] . From chemical point of view it is an ester of sulfosuccinate acid (C20H37NaO7S), having three possible rotamers, but only one with appropriate stereochemistry for most stable conformation of surfactant in apolar solvents [32] . The geometry of AOT molecule is wedge-like shape, with the polar group sitting at the small cross section, and will therefore favor aggregates in which the surfactant molecules can keep their concave curvature.
The AOT-RMs are significant monodispersed and are spherical, retaining the shape over a wide range of water content (w0 from 0 to 60) while the size range from radii of less than 1nm to radii up to 14 nm.
The special attention received by AOT is related with particular characteristics of the RM formed, e.g., enhances the capacity to solubilize large quantities (up to 400,000 molecules) of water inside the cluster and does not need a co-surfactant presence [33] (Figure.4a ). The unusual efficiency is attributed to the relationship between structure and property, with special mention to the inverted truncated cone-shape and well-balanced structure of molecule [34] .
The cationic group of surfactants with relevance for RM formation usually belongs to quaternary ammonium alkyl salts, e.g., alkyl ammonium halides and tetraalkyl ammonium halides. The most used in different studies and applications is cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), but other cationic surfactants can also be use, e.g., cetylbenzyldimethylammonium chloride (CBAC), benzyl dodecyl bis(hydroxyethyl) ammonium chloride (BDBAC), didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (DDAB), tetradecyl trimethyl ammonium bromide (TTAB), trioctyl methyl ammonium chloride (TOMAC), cetyl pyridinum bromide (CPB) and sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate (NaDBS) [10, 35, 36] .
Non-ionic surfactants. RMs formed with non-ionic surfactants have extreme sensitivity to the process conditions and therefore are less characterized [10, 31] . However, different surfactants from Tween, Triton (e.g., Triton X-100 [polyoxyethylene (10) isooctylphenyl ether], Brij (e.g., Brij30 -polyoxyethylene(4) lauryl ether), Span series as well as Igepal CO520 or various mixtures of polyoxyethylene(5) nonylphenol ether (NP-5),polyoxyethylene(9) nonylphenol ether (NP-9) and polyoxyethylene(12) nonylphenol ether (NP-12) are used in various studies [31, 37, 38] .
Mixed surfactants composition. The simultaneous presence of an ionic and non-ionic surfactant conduct to the formation of mixed RMs and is specially proposed in order to reduce some drawbacks encountered in the case of each surfactant component alone, for instance to modify the polarity of the surfactant film and implicit of its surrounding microenvironment [31] . Exemplary mixed RMs are usually contain the well known anionic surfactant AOT together with either Span 60 [35] 
Targeted surfactants
Affinity surfactants. Selective capacity of RM in extraction and separation applications can be increase especially by affinity interactions resulting from the presence of affinity ligands in the interfacial film formed by the usually ionic or non-ionic surfactants. An affinity ligand as di(2-ethylhexyl) phosphoric acid is used to formulate RMs together with two non-ionic surfactants (Triton X-45 and Span 80) [46] , while a sugar-binding affinity ligand as lectin concanavalin A (conA) can be introduced in addition of the anionic AOT surfactant [31, 47] .
Another approach for improving the selective characteristics of RM is represented by direct modification of the surfactant structure. In this way, the non-ionic Span 85 was modified with a widely used dye-ligand affinity chromatography, Cibacron Blue F3GA, having structural similarity to natural ligands. The affinity of the CB-Span 85 conjugate is directed to proteins with cofactor binding domains and the corresponding RMs are considered to have promising potential in biotechnological area [48] .
New surfactants. Despite the large ranging of available commercial surfactants, the broadening of application domains and increasing expectations reported to RM performance have conducted to the design and synthesis of surfactants according to the new research requests [31] . Such two new surfactants with relevance in development of innovative applications have been proposed by Goto et al., namely di(tridecyl) phosphoric acid (DTDPA) and dioleyl phosphoric acid (DOLPA), their hydrophobic structure being adjusted in order to improve the characteristics of RM systems for protein extraction [49].
Co-surfactants
In many cases, the use of a single chain surfactant is not sufficient to reduce the o/w interfacial tension below 10 -2 mN/m in order to compensate the dispersion entropy, fact which may lead to an inefficient formation and/or stability of RMs. To overcome these inconveniences, addition of a second surfactant with low molecular weight is needed in order to decrease the bending factor of the layer of surfactant and to enhance the thermodynamic stability. The amphiphilic nature of cosurfactant allows its accumulation mostly at the interfacial layer followed by the incorporation of co-surfactants molecules into the layer formed by the main surfactant. The proposed mechanism of their action suggests a buffer action of co-surfactants molecules resulting in the decrease of both electrostatic repulsive interactions between the charged head groups and hydrophobic interactions between the hydrophobic tails of the first surfactant molecules [24, 50] (FIG.4b) . The effect consists in a denser packing of surfactants molecules and formation of stable inner core of RM as well in increased flexibility of the interfacial film around the droplets of RM and an enhanced interdroplets interaction [37] . On the other hand, use of co-surfactant results in the modification of the overall HLB of the system, i.e., commonly a co-surfactant with very low HLB is added to a surfactant with high HLB.
An advantage of co-surfactants use is the possibility to operate as tunable tools for the shape and diameter of RM (e.g., enlargement of micelle size formed by a cationic surfactant), but on the other hand their presence leads to a system with a higher degree of complexity, the phase diagram for four components being more difficult to obtain [50] . The efficiency of co-surfactants is correlated with their ability to penetrate the surfactant layer to a greater depth. Generally, most effective co-surfactants are short to medium chain alcohols, for example n-butanol, n-pentanol, n-hexanol, n-heptanol, n-octanol, n-decanol, isopropanol, benzyl alcohol, as well as cholesterol and in some case propylene glycol [50].
Characterization of Reverse Micelles
Structural characterization of RMs
Reverse micelles are composed of aggregates of surfactant molecules structured in a polar core of hydrophilic head groups while their hydrophobic tails are directed outside into the organic bulk. The concept of surfactant aggregates formation was initially proposed for aqueous medium by James William McBain in the early 1910s, while two decades later G.S. Hartley has named this concept by the term "micelle" (from the Latin "mica" which mean small particle), a term borrow from biology [51] . The term "reverse micelles" originates much later, from the 1970s, and defined the reversed/inverted situation from a normal micelle, consisting in an amphiphilic aggregate formed in a non-polar hydrophobic medium.
Reverse micelles represent dynamic formations [52] that can change surfactant molecules between them and with solvent at a high rate, the residence time of the surfactant molecule being about 10 -7 s [53]. Despite the high mobility of surfactant molecules and their continuous vibration movement, the micellar interface is well defined and not permeable to organic solvents surrounding micelle aggregates [54] .
Most of the structural properties of RMs are induced and controlled by the ratio between the polar phase-to-surfactant concentrations. As water is generally the polar phase used to obtain RMs, this parameter is referred as degree of hydration and is considered even more relevant to describe the system features than the water content [55] . It is commonly defined as the molar ratio of waterto-surfactant: w0 = [H2O] / [Surfactant] Geometrical considerations can be applied in the most of the cases, usually droplets being described as spherical-like structures, and a linear relationship between the average droplet radius Rm and the externally controlled parameter w0 can be set: Rw = 0.175w0, while the hydrodynamic radius, R, contains the length of the surfactant molecule in addition to Rw: R = Rw + 0.15 [56] .
For a particular RM containing AOT-surfactant, the relation is defined as Rm (nm) = 0.15w0 +0.44, where 0.44 nm represents the diameter of the dry micellar core delimited by a surfactant film with the optimal interfacial curvature [57] .
Generally, the degree of hydration of RM is ranging from 1 to 50, value which can be exceeded in some particular systems, corresponding to diameter size varying from 1 to a few tens of nanometers [58] . RMs are characterized by a surprising narrow range of size distribution, the polydispersion index varying from 10 to 20% depending on the ternary system [59] .
The size of RMs is a tunable parameter of the system and can be controlled by varying the values of w0, e.g. increased/decreased diameter of inside RM cavity is obtained by increasing/decreasing the water content at the same surfactant concentration or by decreasing/increasing surfactant concentration at a constant water concentration, respective [60] . Also, concentration of RMs aggregates present in bulk solvent can be change by simultaneous modification of water and surfactant concentrations, maintaining constant the w0 value.
RMS are characterized by a low interfacial tension (generally less than 10 -2 mN.m -1 ), but with a large surface area (10 2 -10 3 m 2 cm -3 ) while their nanometer size (usually not more than 100nm) confers optically transparency to the colloidal solution ( Figure 5 ). The RM surfactant aggregates generally have smaller size compared with their counterpart hydrophilic micelles, having an aggregation number less than 50. As a consequence of the microaqueous phase structure in the internal cavity of RMs, the effective polarity and viscosity of the intramicellar water vary radially and they differ substantially from those of the water-solvent. For example, from the fluorescence data it was concluded that the polarity of the intramicellar medium at low degrees of hydration is closer to the value for methanol, reaching values equivalent to those of bulk water only at high values (w0 = 30). Regarding viscosity of intramicellar water at low wo-values, it was found to be 200 times higher than for chloroform [61] .
The nucleophilic activity of solubilized water in AOT RMs is 10 3 times higher than for watersolvent [62] . The greatest reaction capacity is presented by water molecules that hydrate the polar groups of the surfactant, as well as that in the hydration layer immediately following. The subsequent water addition decreases its reaction capacity due to the formation of intermolecular hydrogen bonds.
In contrast to normal micelles from aqueous solutions, the reverse micelles are characterized by an electrically neutral outer layer so that Coulomb rejection forces do not occur, thus making possible to frequently perform collisions [53] . It is considered that the exchange of content between RMs is a collision-fusion-fission process [63] : by collision of two RMs results a dimer containing a single aqueous nucleus obtained by the fusion of the two component nuclei and the dimer fission results in the formation of two new RMs with redistributed content [64] .
Water-pool structure
In RM, the properties of water molecules are generally associated with the influence of the interface upon them, in particular of the surfactant heads modeled as a pair of atomic ions. Their structure inside the water-pool is described as a multilayered composition, where water-pool is the term proposed by Menger in 1973 [65, 66] and generally accepted to define the water entrapped inside the RMs.
While the usually model takes into consideration two states of water molecules [67] , namely a layer located nearby the surfactant interface corresponding to the "bound" layer and the bulk-like in the interior of the water-pool considered to be the "free" form, a more complete model identified a structural heterogeneity described by three species of water molecules, the third specie of water being the molecules "trapped" at the interface of surfactant ( Figure 6 ) [68] [69] [70] [71] . The region consisting of trapped water is the nearest layer to the cavity of surfactant and is composed by molecules which are interacting directly with the large immobilized head groups of surfactant, forming cluster around them, while the H-bonds between the water molecules do not exist. In the case of AOT-RM, trapped water is coordinated with the AOT head and/or carbonyl group, about 13 trapped water molecules corresponding to one surfactant molecule [72] .
The ensuing layer is located in the next neighbor of interface, where its influence is very strong, and is consisting of rigidly fixed molecules ("bound" state of water) between the charge groups of surfactant molecule (e.g. 2-3 water molecules rigidly bind by one AOT molecule). In this layer, H-bonds are settling either with the head group or other water molecules, and also interactions ion-dipole between counterions and water molecules are occurring. It results in an organization and orientation of the molecules of water in this region, corresponding to the intermediate layer in the three states model, respectively to interfacial layer in the two states model.
Being protected by the previous water layer as well as by the counterions, the water molecules from inside the water-pool of RM have an almost similar structure, but not identical, with bulk water, each molecule forming near 4 H-bonds [73] . They compose the "free" state of water in RM, sometimes admitted as a separate phase, and this behavior is characteristic to large size RMs (w0 ≥16.5) where the influence of the interface is no longer so powerful in the center of RM [33] .
Generally, the number of water layers in RM is directly correlated with the interface interaction strength and indirectly related to the RM size and hydration degree [74] . So different percentages of interface-interacting water are reported, ranging from 100% in very small RMs (w0 =2) to 36% [33] and 25% [75] in intermediate RMs (w0=10 and w0=16.5 respectively), and only 8% in very large RMs with w0 =46 [75] .
pH across the water-pool
The principal parameter usually use to characterized any aqueous system is the pH, one of the older concept defined more than a century ago. The actual standard definition for pH, recommended by IUPAC, is based on hydronium ion concentrations and is applied only for a range of pH between 2 and 12, at an ionic strength no more than 0.1 mol L -1 [76] . Based on these conditions, the minimum volume necessary to apply the conventional definition of pH in an aqueous solvent is determined by the dissociation of water molecules [77, 78] . For instance at neutral pH, from 10 7 molecules of water only one is dissociated, but the number of water molecules in very large RMs is only about 300,000 (w0 = 40), being even less in smaller RMs (e.g., about 30.8 molecules for w0=1.5 or 20,500 molecules for w0 = 10.5) [79] . Therefore the number of water molecules inside a RM water-pool is insufficient to have at least one hydronium ion [80, 81] . This argument describes the traditional concept of pH as a bulk macroscopic parameter which cannot be directly applied in the case of size-limited systems with very small number of water molecules (average about 10 3 ) where the effective proton concentration cannot be calculated. In addition to the above-mentioned considerations, a gradient of proton concentrations inside the water-pool is expected, related with its structural heterogeneity [76] .
The conceptual problems regarding pH in RM, as well as experimental difficulties related with the unenforceable use of traditional pH-meters [82] , have been identified even from 1980 by Luisi &coworkers [83] who emphasized the impossibility to determine the absolute value of pH in RM and recommended two working pH, the pH inside the water-pool, defined as pHwp, and the pH of the starting buffer in bulk water, namely pHst. Arguing the major differences between the two approaches, the author suggested to treat the water inside RM as a new solvent and proposed the use of an empirical acidity scale based on measurements of 31 P-chemical shifts of phosphate buffers [83] . In AOT-isooctane RM, the experiments reported by Luisi revealed a pHwp/pHst difference of less than 0.4 pH units, difference which may be variable in other cases or experimental conditions [84] .
As the accuracy of the classical definition of pH based on proton activity is obvious at least uncertain in RM, the researchers have reoriented towards concepts like "acidity" and "basicity" which are considered to be more adequate in such systems. These concepts are associated with indirect measurements based on acidity scales of a molecular probe in a pH-sensitive reaction and generally performed through a spectroscopic method [85] , either a UV-Vis absorption based on shifts of spectral peaks or (steady-state and time resolved) fluorescence techniques using a pHsensitive excitation spectrum [79] . In the latter case, probe molecules presenting excited state proton transfer may be resided in different regions of water-pool [86] , e.g., 2-naphthol-6,8-disulfonate sodium salt located in the free water [87] or 7-azaindole mostly present in the interfacial zone of AOT-RMs [88] , and their fluorescence responses suggest/confirm the heterogeneity of water structure in RMs.
The presence of the probe molecule, even at very low concentration, can interfere with the formation and nature of RM and/or can change the overall charge during the proton transfer and/or can influence the inside environment [89, 90] . For example, in CTAB RM, the chromophore probe molecule Ru(bpy)3 2+ has affected both the water content and the distribution of droplets size [91] . All these drawbacks confer a degree of ambiguity to the assay results which can be avoided by using an alternative method as NMR to evaluate the acidity of aqueous core [92] . While 31 Pchemical shifts, initially proposed, restrict the measurement area to the use of phosphate buffers inside water-pool, other magnetic resonance relaxation measurements have been proposed to measure the local proton activity in RMs. Halliday &coworkers [84] used the effect of pH changes on the relaxation times (T1 and T2) of the aqueous droplets inside RMs (e.g., CTAB-hexanol-water, CTAB-hexane-pentanol-water and Triton X-100-cyclohexane-hexanol-water). Baruah &coworkers [89, 90] used another NMR probe, namely highly charge decavanadate (V10) oligomer for 51 V NMR spectroscopy in AOT-isooctane RMs [90] . Information obtained shows the consistent deprotonation of the probe and indicate the existence of a proton gradient inside the RM (neutral core, but acidic interface) caused by the migration of proton toward the interface and concentration of the counterions in the core of RM [93] .
Besides the methods using optical pH sensor or molecular probe, Mukherjee &coworkers [94] proposed the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of sucrose [95] , respectively the inversion of sucrose, reaction monitorized by the rotation of polarized light. Their study was based on two working hypothesis: (i) the neutral molecule of sucrose will be located inside the water pool; (ii) the availability of protons inside the water-pool will affect the rate of sucrose hydrolysis in micellar medium compared with the reaction rate in bulk-water. In AOT-RMs, the slowdown of the inversion rate is correlated, in agreement with 51 V NMR conclusions, with a deficiency of catalyst, respectively H + , from the core, while the increased reaction rate in CTAB-RMs suggests a higher concentration of protons in this area (Figure 7 ).
Figure7. Proton gradient inside the water-pool of the reverse micelle of (a) anionic surfactant (e.g., AOT); (b) cationic surfactant (e.g., CTAB).
A concept proposed by some researchers [96] , but not generally accepted [97] , is the buffer-like action of water from RM due to the effect of titratable head groups of surfactant, the component with the higher concentration in the RM aggregates. This behavior it was reported especially for AOT surfactant which maintains the inside pH values to 5.0-5.5 for any value of the bulk buffer used, while the surfactant mixture CTAB/hexanol has a very low buffering capacity in the experimental range of pH from 4 to 10 [94] .
All measurements of local pH in RMs are subject to the influence of a diversity of factors, as ionic strength, viscosity, polarity, conductivity etc, therefore a considerable attention must be paid to the accuracy description of RM components and experimental conditions, especially for comparative studies. Since 1992, Walde [98] has warned about the pH artifacts caused either by high concentrations, acidic/basic substrates or impurities or products in enzymology experiments.
Biomimetic relevance of RMs
A large variety of biological systems, e.g., lipid layers and protein pumps, and biochemical functions, e.g., macromolecular recognition and biocatalysis, takes place in nano-restricted environments delimited by cellular membranes inside cells and/or cellular organelles. Furthermore, intracellular environment is characterized by a compact, but highly compartmented structure and a heterogeneous matrix containing a large amount of various macromolecules with different shapes and sizes.
Conventionally biological/biochemical studies in vitro confers only a basic view [99] regarding intrinsic information of biomolecules structure and functions caused by the isolation through extraction procedures and removing of macromolecules from their natural matrix, accomplished by loss of structured microenvironment and partial alteration of the native structure and functions from in vivo environment. In addition, to avoid aggregation problems and to minimize the nonspecific interactions that occur at high concentrations, studies are generally performed in a diluted buffered solution, which is a too simple environment to the compositional complexity of the intracellular medium.
Addressing towards these major limitations regarding the relatively idealized thermodynamic conditions of "physiological conditions" used in vitro, so-called "synthetic cells" were proposed, representing simplified mimics of biological cell environment, including biomembranes, cytoplasmatic structure and inside interactions [100] . A successful approach to achieve the correlation of in vitro with in vivo conditions imply selection of an appropriate model that can simulate in a high degree the structure and functions of the biomolecules, in particular proteins, in biological membrane structures. Currently, the inverse micelles are recognized as biomimicking models with biological relevance for in vivo cells as well as structures like bilayers, liposomes and biomembranes [101] [102] [103] .
An additional experimental advantage of RMs is represented by the optical transparency of the system even at millimolar concentrations of peptides, being available for spectroscopic analysis of water dynamics and active proteins conformation in cell mimics.
Basic principles which make RMs of great interest as biomimetic model are generally referring to (i) confinement and crowding cytoplamastic environment, (ii) molecular dynamics of water, (iii) biomembrane structure.
Confinement and crowding
Confinement concept is referring to the accessible volume within a "cage" in contrast with the dispersion throughout the space. Starting from the RMs definition as nano-pockets of water capped by a monolayer of surfactant, it is obvious that they are good candidates for confinement model of macromolecules included in restricted-volume [104, 105] . Even there are some common features as closed geometry and limited sizing to the range of macromolecules dimensions, certainly many other aspects differentiate RMs from biological environment, even if we are referring just to the simple interface composed only of a mono-or two constituent(s) that is radically different from the complex multi-components structure of biological walls/membranes [106] .
In addition to the restricted volume, intracellular environment is characterized by high concentration of macromolecules which occupy the cellular volume in a range of 5-40% [107] . All macromolecules from inside have different degrees of contribution to this high value, but none individual species are itself at high concentration. Therefore, cytoplasmatic space is generally considered a crowded environment, not a concentrated one [108, 109] . Crowding phenomenon is a closely related concept to confinement, promoting non-specific interactions between neighboring molecules [110, 111] .
Based on excluded volume principle, defined as the volume occupied by macromolecules and unavailable to other ones [112] , it is considered that confinement has a main stability effect upon the proteins inside [113] , while the crowding contribution is reduced. Instead the crowded space is involved in the exclusion of volumes (e.g. water) from the proximity of one molecule by the presence of the other macromolecules (e.g., proteins, polysaccharides, nucleic acids). It is assumed that basic mechanisms implied consist in: (i) reduction of entropic energy for protein folding cause by the limitation of possible protein conformations and entropy of unfolded state; (ii) modification of water properties due to the vicinity and implication of the interface composed of surfactant and macromolecules, as well of ions [114] . Anticipating to have interconnected effects, these two phenomena are considered to affect in different extents the essential reactions and events in a living cell as well as most of the protein features in cellular environments, from protein folding and stability, conformational behavior and protein dynamics to biological activity. It is worth mentioning their role in promoting proteins conformation of compact unfolded state and in favoring the dynamic process of transition from unfolded to folded state of protein, respectively the folding rate [115] .
Models for Molecular Dynamics of Water in Restricted-Volume
The properties of pure water are generally related with the extended network of hydrogen bonds, while the water from natural/biological systems is significant different, mainly as a consequence of the truncated H-bonds network caused by confinement and expressed in the reduction of cooperative effects. The presence of interface which is in the most cases highly charged and the nanoscale-confinement imply the rearrangement of H-bonds network, resulting a structural dynamics of water molecules in bio-environment which is significant different from that in bulk water.
Reverse micelles are considered as convenient models for study structural organization and dynamics of water molecules in restricted-volume environment. Besides their appropriate structure with the natural model, they provide an approachable as well as tunable system for monitoring water dynamics and interfacial effects in such media [67] .
Over the past decades, the dynamics of water molecules inside RM have been intensively explored, a wide range of experimental techniques being applied to measure either the responses of individual molecules of water from RM, or the evolution of the hydrogen-bonds network from inside the water-pool [103, [116] [117] [118] [119] . The special steady-state spectra and population relaxation experiments are correlated with the energy level of the system, while spectral diffusion and orientational relaxation are generally governed by global H-bonds network structural evolution [120] . Numerous studies concerning water from the interior of RM revealed an inhomogeneity of water characteristics defined by a multilayered structure, putting into the question if water from RM can be approach as a single species or two or more separate populations [121] [122] [123] .
The experimental observables provide by different methods do not always lead to the same model of structural organization and dynamics of water, the authors generally explaining the discrepancy through the characteristics and particular approaches of the measuring techniques. For instance, the absorption spectra and vibrational time decays discriminate various H-bonding environments in RMs while orientational and spectral diffusion functions suggest a size-dependent dynamic which is not strong influence by spatially location inside RMs.
Based on these different considerations, many research groups have suggested several models to formulate water inside the nanodroplets which became landmarks in the complex approach of water behavior in RM. The core-shell model [117, 124] considers that water properties are influenced only locally, dividing the nanoscopic water pool into two subensembles: the core, located in the center of droplet at some distance from the head groups and characterized by similar properties with bulk water, and the shell, bound to the surfactant layer, modeled by particular properties of water associated with the head groups of surfactant.
Applying this well-known model in their studies, Fayer [33, 105, 125] and Levinger [82] reported the results of experiments regarding water in RMs with different size (large, small, intermediate) concluding that large AOT RMs consist in two ensembles of water, while in small ones only a single water structure have been detected. They define the properties of water in shell layer as corresponding to the characteristics of w0 = 2 RM, where all water molecules are interacting with the surfactant interface. According to their conclusions, water in RM with medium size (about w0=10) has an intermediate state between the collective dynamics (small RM) represented by coupled situation and two ensemble dynamics related to separation into components (large RM). In this case, the interface water has influence on the dynamics of water molecules situated at distance from the interface, while the dynamics of all molecules however did not correspond to one group as in small RMs. Even if the water dynamics in medium RM are separable into two components, their small size of water-pool does not allow the interface influence to entirely disappear and to form a water core similar to bulk water as in large RMs.
Bakker & coworkers calculated the relative fraction of shell and core water in RM based on the anionic AOT or cationic CTAB and observed a size-dependent of orientational dynamics to the distance from the interface [126] [127] [128] . Based on these results, the authors considered that all water molecules encapsulated in RM, regardless of their spatial location inside the micellar pool, suffer modification of their vibrational relaxation rate according to the alteration of H-bond network. These nanoconfinement effects are the base for so-called "homogeneous droplet" model [128] , which deal all water molecules as being identical throughout the micellar droplet due to the rapid transfer of intermolecular energy. According to Piletic, the water inside the small RM shows a more homogeneous dynamic through the water-pool due to a collective nature of H-bond network [124] .
The validity of core-shell model was experimental confirmed only for the cases when the properties of micellar water molecules do not imply the H-bond network. Instead, the measurements of orientational relaxation were in good agreement with investigations of the complex rotational motion of molecules in supramolecular systems performed with nanosecond fluorescence polarization technique. According to the "wobble-in-a-cone" model [129] , the free rotation is restricted to an angular scale ranging within a cone caused by the orientational constraints imposed through the structural rearrangement of the H-bonds from the surrounding framework. In the same time, the internal friction decreases the rate of reorientational motion inside organized structures compared to the expected value in an aqueous media [130] . The model defines a correlation between the time scales require for the orientation of water molecules in a restricted structure and for complete orientational relaxation during the randomization of the whole network of H-bonds. The randomization process assumes splitting of the existing H-bonds and forming of new ones in a similar way to Ivanov jump reorientation model [131] and extended jump model proposed by Laage [121] . Thus, in small RMs, it has been detected a separation of time scales because the limit of cone angular is achieve before the finalization of total randomization and that is associated with an observed biexponential decay of reorientation. In contrast, no separation in time scales (single-exponential decay) was noticed in large RMs where a reverse situation is encountering (first, the complete randomization, secondly reaching of limited cone angular).
Moilanen have identified two main factors that contribute to the transition from the bimodal nature of dynamics to a collective one: the mechanism of water reorientation and the nature of interface related to RM size [75] . The first is based on the model proposed by Laage and Hynes [121] which consider the water molecules reorientation as an unlocated process in which reorientation of one molecule cause the rearrangement of other about 16 molecules from the first and second shell of solvation and so affects their dynamics too. The most significant effect is observed in small RMs where the dynamics of most of molecules of water is slowing down even if they are at distance from the interface while this effect quickly disappears in the presence of a greater number of water molecules as in large RMs. The second factor is referring to the changing structure of the RM interface once with the reduction of RMs size, in particular with the characteristic of the curvature and surface area per head group. So, large RMs (w0 ≥16.5) have a gentle curvature of the interface showing an almost planar surface while the decreasing of RMs size from w0 16.5 to 6 is associated with a significant surface curvature and an increased rigidity of interface structure caused by simultaneously interactions of water molecules with multiple head groups.
In RMs have been identified two components of solvation dynamics, a fast one (subpicoseconds) and a slow one (ranging from hundreds to 1000 picoseconds) which is not encountered in bulk water. To understand this special behavior of water in confined geometries, the theoretical models have been used for molecular dynamic (MD) simulations as simplified singlesite or simple potential interaction models [67] . Even if not all interactions are taking into account, the MD simulation is considered to be a qualitatively model for solvation dynamics in restrictedsize environment. Among many suggestions, a special interest is represented by the MD simulation proposed by Senapathy and Chandra [132] , which delimits the interactions contributions of the water from the interfacial layer of other effects (e.g. interactions between water and surfactant molecules). In their MD simulations, Faeder and Ladanyi examined the effects of RMs size, treating at molecular level only water and headgroups of surfactant, while the interior is modeling as a rigid spherical cavity and the surfactant tails and the apolar medium as a continuum. The simulations identified distinct water molecular layers indifferent of the size of RMs.
Biomembrane structure
For a long time, only the protective role of biomembranes was taken into account and their participation to others life process was minimized. More recently, it was reported the dynamic role of biomembranes, changing the concept of passive matrix in the case of biomolecular reactions [133, 134] . Beside proteins, a large contribution of lipids-bilayers has been identified in cellular activities as the mediation role in cellular metabolism or transmission of information [135] . In some cases, the influence of biomembranes in the evolution of cellular life has also been shown, inclusive in the malignization process where significant differences between normal and malign cells have been detected at this level [10, 133] .
In living cells, transmembranal flow of various compounds (e.g., metabolites, nutrients etc) assumes the rearrangement of the amphiphilic phospholipids-bilayer. Different intermediate membranous structures with carrier role have been identified, including reverse micellar structures. The similarity with natural structures from living cells membranes confers unequivocally to the synthetic reverse micelles the status of a membrane-mimetic system.
Thus the well-known RMs consisting of AOT-isooctane-water were used for study the insertion of myelinic protein into cells biomembranes [136, 137] With the reconsideration of biomembranes role, inclusive their mimics, RMs, have been no longer treated as just passive aggregates with interesting structures. A substantial argue in this regard is supported by the discovery of possible initiation of self-replication of RMs based on the reaction that occurs within micellar structures [138, 139] . The recognized status of RM as membrane mimetic was valorized in the investigation of different membranal processes as electron transfer [140] , in the evolution of micellar structure or intermicellar interactions. In the last case, the structure of RM, in particular AOT-RM, is assimilated with a hard-sphere of repulsive forces (surfactant charged head groups) [141] operating with a tight attractive outer shell (surfactant tails). Interactions between RMs mainly experience the mechanism of collision-fusion-fission for the exchange of internal content [142] : first step imply the Brownian motion, the second one is characterized by attractive energy and adhesive interactions at micellar surface level in the absence of Coulombian rejection, while the third stage is the result of short-life of the instable dimer formed [143, 144] .
Useful information regarding various processes in RM systems, forces and interactions between RMs, are based on the examination performed with simple and rapid electrochemical technique such as the steady-state microelectrode voltammetric investigation. Also a significant scientific contribution can provide the electroactive probes located at different redox active sites (e.g., aqueous core, internal or external micellar surface) in membrane mimetic structures [145] .
Therefore, the importance of RMs as cell membrane-mimetic system is increasing being a convenient experimental approach to reproduce, even in part, such complex supramolecular organization in an artificial system [146] . Some researchers even propose RMs as model for the very first membranous structures, namely the primitive membranes that supported the self-replication cycles at the beginning of planet [10, 147] . Due to their involvement in reactions that precede the process of life, in many opinions RM structures may be placed at the interface between "non-living" and "living" [138, 139] .
Nanomaterials Synthesis using RMs for development of nanosensors
The large fields of nanotechnology and nano-based sensors have known an increasing interest in the last decades. The application of nanotechnology in (bio)sensors production led to an extensive range of applications, allowing miniaturization and enabling their integration in many other devices.
Development of nano-(bio)sensors is based on the use of the nanomaterials either as directly sensing elements or as associated materials to detect specific molecular interactions occurring at nano-scale.
Thus, chemical and physical methods have been the most used techniques for fabrication of the well-defined inorganic nanomaterials, moreover chemical vapor deposition, electrodeposition or metal-organic vapor deposition-based on ionic, atomic or molecular precursor decomposition represented viable routs for obtaining ordered nanoparticle networks [148] . Since the special properties of the nanomaterials, such as: mechanical, chemical, physical, optical, electrical, magnetic, thermal and biomedical are strongly dependent on the size, composition and shape of the nanostructures, different approaches have been taken into consideration for controlling the nanomaterial fabrication.
The high surface-to-volume ratio and the novel physico-chemical properties of the nanomaterials led to achievement of high performances in terms of sensitivity, selectivity and detection limits, so nano(bio)sensors have found application in various fields, including clinical diagnostic, environmental monitoring, food quality control and processing, pharmaceuticals, agricultures, through on site, in situ and on-line determinations [148] .
Thus, in the last years, a considerable attention has been paid for designing and synthesis of the nanomaterials (nanoparticles, nanodots and nanotubes) with specific properties for advance applications by using organized self-assembled microemulsions [37] . Reverse micelles represent nanoscale hydrophilic cavities of microemulsions and environmentally friendly alternative used for the first time as nano-templates for nanomaterial synthesis, thus being obtained for the first time nanostructures of palladium, platinum and rhodium [37] .
Different approaches for nanoparticles synthesis through RMs have been reported in literature, using different materials, such as metals [149] [150] [151] , metal-oxides [152 -154] , nanocomposites [155] , and supported catalysts [156, 157] .
Microemulsions represent thermodynamically stable dispersions of amphiphilic surfactants, the reverse micelles microemulsions being formed when water is dispersed in hydrocarbon based continuous phases. Thus, a hydrophilic head groups region is resulting, surrounding a nanometersized water core with hydrophobic tails extending in the continuous phase [101] . These systems are dynamic, being described as nanoreactors, micelles collide due to the Brownian movement and coalesce to form dimers, which exchange contents when break apart again, a process which usually occurs very fast (less than 1 msec) [158, 159] . This process is very important for the nanoparticles synthesis, micelles in these systems providing the appropriate environment for nucleation and growth control, the last stage being the stabilization of the system by addition of surfactant, thus preventing the aggregation of nanoparticles [158] . Also, the modification and control of the RM structures can be achieved by addition of a cosurfactant [160] .
Among different surfactants used in formulating microemulsions for nanoparticle synthesis, the anionic double-chained sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate (AOT) and nonionic polyoxylethyl-5-nonylphenyl ether are the most used surfactants, due to their ability to form thermodynamically stable reverse micelles and microemulsions, through solubilization of high amounts of water in different hydrophobic organic solvents and without the need of other cosurfactants [161] .
The recovery of the nanoparticles from the reverse micelles representing one of the key step, the most common used methods being flocculation [162] , evaporation to dryness [163] or addition of certain chemical reagents [164] which undergo the phase separation and simultaneous precipitation of the surfactant.
Different nano(bio)sensors have been developed based on nanoparticles, nanotubes or quantum dots obtained by reverse micelle method, for sensitive detection of sugar, amino acids, hydrogen peroxide, hydrogen, nitric oxide, phenolic compounds or biotin-streptavidin, the advantages occurring in lowering the overpotentials of many electrochemical reactions, turning into reversible redox reactions that are normally irreversible in conventional unmodified electrodes and enhancing the electron transfer between biomolecules .
Thus, Ferreira et al reported an electrochemical sensor based on rhodium nanoparticles for determination of some phenolic compounds in cellulose matrix [165] . Rhodium nanoparticles obtained by reduction of rhodium ions entrapped in reverse micelles, and stabilized in 3-(1-tetradecyl-3-imidazolium) propanesulfonate surfactant were used for coating the surface of a glassy carbon electrode [165] . These metallic nanoparticles stabilized with the zwitterionic surfactant were found to lower the electron transfer resistance at the electrode surfaces by enhancing the electrical conductivity at the electrode surface. By using this sensor, the authors reported the determination of p-coumaric acid in a cellulose matrix, with good reproducibility and reproducibility, at a detection limit of 0.6 µmol·L -1 [165] .
Palladium and gold nanoparticles prepared by RMs method and stabilized by using the same surfactant were used in development of electrochemical sensors for hydroquinone and catechol determination [166, 167] . Zapp et al have reported the modification of a glassy carbon electrode with a bio-complex based on palladium nanoparticles stabilized with zwitterionic surfactant for simultaneous electrochemical determination of catechol and hydroquinone in cigarrete residue samples [166] .
A biosensor for determination of hydroquinone has been developed by Fernandes et al, by immobilization of peroxidase onto gold electrodes, using a solution of well dispersed gold nanoparticles stabilized with zwitterionic surfactant [167] . The developed biosensor was used for electrochemical determination of hydroquinone in skin-brightening creams, at a low applied potential of 0.09 V vs Ag/AgCl, with a detection limit of 0.188 µmol·L -1 [167] .
A nanocomposite based on PdO-loaded on SnO2 nanoparticles was prepared by Yuasa and coauthors, by precipitating Pd(OH)2 and Sn(OH)4 inside a RM, followed by calcination [168] . The obtained nanocomposite was used further to design a thick film sensor device by screen-printing method for CO gas sensing. Tin oxide (SnO2) represents an attractive material for designing semiconductor gas sensors because of its physico-chemical properties, high sensitivity and chemical stability. The authors showed that the electrical resistance and the response of the designed sensor is highly dependent on dispersion state of PdO onto SnO2 [168] . By loading PdO on SnO2, the electric resistance increased, because PdO acted as a stronger acceptor of electrons and removed electrons from the oxide, but when PdO is reduced to Pd by contact with reducing gases, the electric resistance decreased by back electron transfer from Pd to SnO2. Usually, the big difference in the electrical resistance of SnO2, due to the oxidized/reduced states of Pd leads to a high increase in response to the reducing gases [169, 170] .
An oxygen reduction based electrode has been designed by modification with carbonsupported LaMnO3 nanoparticles by Yuasa et al [171] . The nanoparticles of LaMnO3 were easily prepared by reduction-oxidation reaction between Mn(NO3)2 and KMnO4 precursors in RMs [171, 172] . The black carbon dispersed in cyclohexane was added into the reverse micelle solutions containing the precursors, while the ethanol was used to break the micelles and to directly precipitate the carbon-supported LaMnO3 precursors. The gas-diffusion-type electrode prepared by modification with LaMnO3 nanoparticles showed high oxygen reduction activity [172] .
Nanoparticles of palladium and platinum represent the two most preferred catalytic metals with a high capacity of absorbing hydrogen, improving considerable the sensitivity of hydrogen detection [173, 174] . Thus, Grym et al have reported the development of a hydrogen sensor based on semiconductor Schottky barriers and electrophoretic deposition of palladium nanoparticles obtained by RM method onto InP substrates [175] . Colloidal solutions of spherical palladium nanoparticles with diameters of 7 to 10 nm, dispersed in isooctane, have been prepared by mixing two reverse micelle solutions, with the same molar ratio of H2O to AOT, one containing Pd(NH3)4Cl2, while the second one contained hydrazine as reducing agent. Electrophoretic deposition of the obtained palladium nanoparticles has been achieved in a cell with two electrodes, by applying an electric field of 2000 V/cm, for about 50 ms [175] . One of the electrode was fabricated from pure-graphite, while the other electrode was prepared by an epi-ready InP substrate, the distance between electrodes being maintained at 1.5 mm. The detection limits obtained with these diodes for hydrogen was about 1 ppm H2/N2 [175, 176] .
Copper sulfate was used by Davarpanah et al, as precursor for obtaining CuO nanoparticles in RMs, using Tween 80 as surfactant [177] . The gas sensing properties of as-obtained CuO nanoparticles were further investigated by authors, by designing sensors for detection of NO2 and alcohols. The NO2 detection was performed with low energy consumption and operation temperature [177] .
Optical sensing devices have been developed based on thin films of CdS nanoparticles obtained by RM technique [178] . The authors succeeded to immobilize into films the CdS nanoparticles synthetized in RM solution by using AOT as stabilizer, onto solid surfaces (Si wafers), avoiding the modification of the nanoparticles properties as sensing medium. The obtained nanoparticles were cast into films and immobilized onto solid surfaces using porous polymeric and sol-gel matrices, further being exposed to several organic compounds (hydrocarbon compounds). Since these nanoparticles showed a relatively bright photoemission, the designed sensor was used to identify the target compounds and their specific concentrations based on photoluminescence detection [178] .
Development of uniform magnetic nanoparticles represents an important issue in designing ultrahigh-density magnetic sensors. The most used magnetic oxides materials in the development of magnetic nanoparticles based sensors are magnetite (Fe3O4), cobalt ferrite, nickel ferrite and zinc ferrite (MFe2O4 -where M is a metal such as Co, Ni, Zn), being well known that the magnetic hardness of these materials is defined by anisotropy of nanoparticles within an exchange length [179] . There are different approaches reported in literature for synthesis of magnetic nanoparticles for sensors development, including thermal [180] and sonochemical [181] decomposition of organometallic precursors, high temperature reduction of metal salts [182] and reduction inside of RMs [183] .
Wiedwald et al have reported the preparation of monoatomic (Fe, Co) and bimetallic (FePt and CoPt) nanoparticles with diameters of 2 to 12 nm, by loading precursors in RMs [184] . The authors have used polystyrene-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine) and polystyrene-block-poly(4-vinylpyridine) in anhydrous toluene to form reverse spherical micelles. The pyridine groups of the micelle core allowed the selective loading of the precursors, FeCl3 and CoCl2 [184] . In the case of the bimetallic nanoparticles, the platinum precursors (H2PtCl6, PtCl4 and K[PtCl3C2H4]·H2O) were added first to the micelle solution, stirred until loading was completed and followed by addition of the FeCl3 or CoCl2.The deposition of the loaded reverse micelles onto different support was accomplished by immersing the substrates into the micelle solution and extracted out under ambient condition with a constant controlled rate [184] .
Conducting polymers nanostructures (nanofibers, nanowires and nanotubes) are also very studied for versatile sensors development, due to properties, such as reversible signal transduction mechanism, tunable sensitivity and design flexibility in sensors applications [185] [186] [187] . Polypyrrole and polyaniline nanotubes have been fabricated inside of the cylindrical pores of the templates [188] [189] [190] .
Ellipsoidal nanoparticles, nanorods and nanotubes of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) have been fabricated by Yoon et al, based on chemical oxidation polymerization in RMs [191] . The AOT surfactant and aqueous solution of FeCl3 in hexane were used for preparation of reverse cylindrical micelles. The obtained PEDOT nanostructures were immobilized onto a microelectrode substrate through a casting solution, the nanotubes forming networks which provided excellent performance for the developed sensor. The chemical sensors based on PEDOT nanotubes were applied for detection of alcohol vapors, their responses being reproducible and reversible [191] .
Quantum dots (QD), known as semiconductor nanoparticles, with dimensions ranging from 2 to 20 nm, represents crystalline clusters having great potentials of applications as fluorescent labels for molecular, cellular and in vivo imaging determinations. QDs are more stable and cheaper compared to existing labels (fluorescent dyes) [192] , and due to their special optical and electrochemical properties (such as narrow and size-tunable emission spectra, high stability, excellent resistance to chemical degradation and broad absorption spectra) [193, 194] , QDs allow more flexible, faster binding kinetics, high sensitivity and high reaction rates for many types of analysis, from immunoassays to DNA assays [195] . The QDs can be prepared from different materials, such as metals (Gold, silver or cobalt) [196, 197] , semiconductors (CdS, CdSe, InP) [198, 199] and insulators (Fe3O4, SnO2) [200, 201] , through organometallic thermolysis [198] , electrochemical deposition [202] and colloidal self-assembled pattern formation by surfactant micellation [203] . Using different QDs and electrochemical detection methods, multiple analysis can be performed, from applications in gene expression, high-speed screening and medical diagnostics, to environmental and food analysis [195] .
Thus, Merkoci et al have used QDs based on cadmium, lead and zinc suphide nanoparticles for electroanalytical applications. The quantum dots were obtained by RMs method, adding cadmium, lead or zinc nitrate and sodium sulphide to an AOT/n-heptane water-in-oil microemulsion [204] . The conjugates of CdS, PbS and ZnS with DNA have been prepared, by using aqueous solutions of each nanoparticle and thiolated oligonucleotide samples, and further, the detection of DNA was achieved by authors using streptavidin-coated magnetic beads and CdS QDs [204] .
In order to increase the colloidal stability of QDs and to decrease the non-specific adsorption different strategies have been reported based on encapsulation of QDs into micelles or other particles. Thus, Dubertret et al have encapsulated fluorescent semiconductor nanocrystals into lipid micelles, comprising n-poly(ethyleneglycol) phosphatidylethanolamine and posphatidylcholine, the advantage of these micelles consisting in their very regular size, shape and structure [205] . Electrochemical applications were developed based on encapsulation of QDs, such as CdS, ZnS and PbS nanoparticles, within polystyrene beads, in order to create an electrochemical codes library [206] . Wang et al have developed encoded redox beads for electrochemical identification, based on encapsulation of different QDs into polystyrene microspheres [206] . The obtained redox-encoded nanoparticles were used further as label sensors, for a large number of recognizable voltammetric signatures in cover tagging of commercial products [206] .
In conclusion, the versatility of RMs technique allowed the preparation of different nanomaterials by using water-in-oil microemulsions, and further designing sensitive and selective nano-(bio)sensors with large scale of applications.
Conclusions
This review presents a basic view on the fundamental characteristic of RMs, from their relationship with the molecular bases of microemulsion formation to the main particular features of RMs which distinguished them from other microemulsions and confers a distinct identity in this large family.
A special attention has been paid to define both the pH concept across the water-pool of RMs and the experimental significance of water-pool pH in order to underline the need of a correct methodology for preparing/adjustment of the pH from water-pool to a said pH value that is appropriate to a particular application (e.g., special requirements for active conformation of biomolecules or nano-particles synthesis). The structural and compositional flexibility of RMs supports their significance in a surprising large range of functional areas and versatile approaches of RMs: from theoretical model to practical applications.
From the available information regarding the biomimetic relevance of RMs as an appropriate and accessible model of cellular structure, the review is focusing on three aspects seen in our opinion as the most interesting and captivating: confinement and crowding cytoplamastic environment, dynamics water in restricted-volume and the dynamic role of membraneous structures.
On the other hand, the review is directed to the applied contribution of the RMs to the development of nanotechnologies for synthesis of nano-materials for nano-devices design, with a special reference to nano(bio)-sensors. A large variety of nanomaterials with uniform size have been prepared by using RMs as nanoreactors. The nanosized aqueous cores of the reverse micelles provide an appropriate stable environment for nanomaterials synthesis. The aggregation of the nanomaterials dispersed in RMs is inhibited by the surfactant layers, which act as stabilizers. The main advantage of using RMs in nanoparticles synthesis consists in the fact that is a simple technique, operating at room-temperature and pressure and it does not require special equipment. Moreover, RMs method allows the obtaining of a large number of nanoparticles with a good control of the size and morphology of the particles formed, even in homogenous solution. 
